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Press Release Strategy
Press Releases are the industry standard for high
quality white hat SEO. We can take your business or an
event and turn it into a high quality article called a Press
Release.
Then we will seed this article through multiple, high
quality news distribution channels. Hundreds of news
outlets will pick up your press release and publish it on
their site resulting in a multitude of high quality, diverse
links from very authoritative, real news sites.

1

Press Release Creation

Complete

Our expert quality control team looked over the
article you gave us to make sure it was a-okay to
send out.

2

Approval and Distribution

Complete

After you approve the press release, it is
distributed to our network of journalists.

3

Publishing

Complete

Your press release gets featured on hundreds of
high quality, real news sites. You may continue
to see even more links come in for months after
your report has been delivered.

Press Release Created
Below you can find your press release and distribution
report.
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Ever get writer’s block when you try to
come up with blog post ideas? If you’re
wondering what to write about, you’re
about to learn how to find great blog
ideas by validating the topics ahead of
time in this step-by-step guide!

Get ready to pump up your content with The HOTH’s
newly-released guide, “How to Create Awesome Blog
Posts”. The HOTH is offering this FREE guide to
anyone wanting to create fresh, widely-read blog
posts. In it, you’ll find hot trending topics, researchbacked strategies and quick ways to generate over a
thousand blog post ideas in just minutes.

St. Petersburg, FL, United States - If you’re a content
writer, then you know that what you’re writing about is
almost as important as what you have to say. But,
often, writer’s block kicks in before you even type your
first word. Well, there’s never been a better time than
NOW to have writer’s block. Because, The HOTH is
sharing the best strategies for creating shareable
topics and titles and fresh, original content in their
all-new guide titled “How to Create Awesome Blog
Posts”. And, that’s not all. The HOTH is taking it one
step further by showing you how to come up with
over ONE THOUSAND sure-to-gain-interest blog post
ideas. If you’re stumped over what to write next,
you’re in luck. The HOTH is swooping in to solve your
writer woes once and for all.

When you started your business, you set out to offer a
solution to a problem that your prospective clients
needed to solve. Hopefully, by now you’ve had some
success in accomplishing your mission. But, for
today’s audience that’s just skimming the surface.
They want companies that dig deeper, providing
ongoing answers to commonly-felt problems. They
want secrets to success. They want tips for
efficiency, cost-effectiveness and a recipe for results.
Content allows every expert the opportunity to get in
front of their audience and establish themselves as a
voice of authority with useful knowledge and day-today answers to their problems. No matter what your
industry, The HOTH has figured out how to solve the
equation that gives your target audience more of
what they’re looking for.

It’s all here in the guide you’ve been waiting for: “How
to Create Awesome Blog Posts”. And, what’s more, is
that The HOTH is giving away this priceless package
of highly-sought information and strategies...for free!
Check out their website today to get your copy of this
and all of the guides available in their brand-spankingnew series.

About The HOTH:
The HOTH is an SEO company located in St.
Petersburg, Florida. They provide first-rate digital
marketing support and services to individuals and
companies who are ready to grow their business and
drive their profits to the next level. They consistently
serve up premium content, emerging as an SEO
industry leader across the board. The HOTH stands
for Hittem Over The Head, which happens to be their
business motto, as they intend to bludgeon people
with awesomeness. With an unrelenting customeroriented approach, the SEO forerunner provides
services that foster scalability and a faster ROI while

maintaining affordability. All of this has made The
HOTH the best SEO company in the world.

Contact:
Name: Clayton Johnson
Email: pr@thehoth.com
Organization: The HOTH
Phone: 727-773-6358
Website: https://www.thehoth.com/
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